Integrity VCS™ Accessories Quick Set up Guide

Thank you for your purchase of Integrity VCS from Newport Corporation. You can find more product set-up information on Newport’s YouTube Channel. Search “Integrity VCS” on YouTube to start, or scan the QR code below:

Integrity Shelf Installation

The Integrity overhead shelf can attach at three distinct locations (only one for 3 ft. 900mm version) along the depth of the INT frame. Determine your desired location based upon clearance and accessibility needs and inspect those mounting holes prior to installation.

1. Position the vertical supports in front of the mounting-hole location and use fasteners to install the supports to frame. At this point, install but do not fully tighten down.

2. Have a colleague assist with lifting the shelf assembly into position and attachment hardware to fasten shelf to the uprights. Make sure all connections are secure by tightening down the bolts.
Integrity Power Strip Kit Installation

For INT-PS-CN, US, IT, IL, IN, UK and JP, Follow the instruction below:

1. Attach the power strip to the bracket using two slotted mounting holes on the back of the power strip.

2. Attach the mounting bracket to the desired location on the Integrity VCS overhead shelf. Tighten screws under the bracket to secure the bracket to the shelf.

For INT-PS-FR and DE, Follow the instruction below:

1. Attach the power strip using 4 screws/lock washers through the slotted mounting holes on the sides.

2. Attach the mounting bracket to the desired location on the Integrity VCS overhead shelf. Tighten screws under the bracket to secure the bracket to the shelf.
Integrity Caster Kit Installation
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1. Adjust the leveling feet so that the caster can fit underneath the frame

2. Bolt the casters underneath the frame on the sides. Check to make sure all the connections are secure. Readjust leveling feet height if needed.

If you need more information, please contact tech@newport.com, or call +1-877-835-9620.